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COURSE GUIDE

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
TRAINING VIDEO

WORKPLACE SAFETY:

ONLY
£17.50
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Why do I need this course?

In a recent study, only 1 in 110 workers with face injuries
were wearing the correct PPE. Regardless of how a
workplace environment may appear, there are always areas
that require some kind of protective equipment.

Employers have a duty of care to ensure their employees
have the correct instructions, procedures, training and
supervision of PPE in order to encourage people to work
safely and responsibly. This course is vital to identify the risks
of not wearing the correct PPE.

What’s covered in each course chapter?

There are a series of scenarios in this course which will each
cover the following:

Scenario 1 - Respiratory masks

Scenario 2 - High-visibility jackets

Scenario 3 - Footwear

Scenario 4 - Eye protection

Scenario 5 - Hard hats

What are the benefits of the course?

The primary benefit of this course is to o�er crucial information
 to those who regularly require PPE in order to carry out their
duties at work. Upon completion of the course, trainees will
be aware of the importance of PPE and how to maintain it.

How will the course work?

This interactive course will be delivered online to users who
can study from their own computers or portable device from
anywhere they choose.

The course is delivered in video format, making use of modern
illustrational graphics to ensure it remains engaging throughout.

This professionally produced video is entertaining and
informative, and will o�er the necessary information required
to complete a risk checklist and self-test following the video.

Upon successful completion of the course, trainees will
receive a certificate which can be downloaded at no extra
charge.

Course Length:

20-25 minutes

Price:

£17.50


